ADVANCE INFORMATION

Counting Creatures
Julia Donaldson
9781529040517

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Novelty, Toy and Die-cut books, Early Learning:
Numbers & Counting, Animal stories, Wildlife
1-5 Years
Two Hoots ǀ Rs 799 ǀ 68pp ǀ Hardback ǀ 260x195
December 03, 2020

A stunning counting book full gorgeous baby animals, with amazing flaps to lift and holes to peep through. From
Julia Donaldson, bestselling author of The Gruffalo, and Sharon King-Chai, who together created the awardwinnning Animalphabet.
From a leopard with her cubs, to a frog and its tadpoles, young readers will delight in counting each creature’s
babies and seeing where they live. With rhyming text and a surprise search-and-find game, this is a read-aloud
delight and an absolute must for the family bookshelf. A truly beautiful gift.
Author Bio:
Julia Donaldson has written some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely
successful What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books
illustrated by Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs – and her brilliant live shows are always in demand.
She was the UK Children’s Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with a CBE for Services to Literature. Julia and
her husband Malcolm divide their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh.
Sharon King-Chai is an enormously talented designer and illustrator. Having grown up in Australia, she moved to
London in 2003 and since then has brought her style and eye for beautiful design to album artwork, book covers,
stationery and her own books Lucy Ladybird, Snail Mail and Animalphabet, a collaboration with Julia Donaldson.
Sharon has a passion for innovation, and her artwork and clever use of paper cutting encourage the reader to
think differently about the pages they hold in their hands.
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ADVANCE INFORMATION

I Am Thankful
Lizzy Doyle
9780753446799

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Picture Books, Activity Books & Early Learning
Material
1-5 Years
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 16pp ǀ Board Book ǀ 200x200
December 12, 2020

There is so much to be thankful for! every day!
What are you thankful for? From toys, food and clothes, to sunshine, laughter, there is so much to be
thankful for!
I Am Thankful is beautifully illustrated by Lizzy Doyle and the gentle rhyming text makes this a perfect
book to snuggle up and read together.
Author Bio:
Lizzy Doyle is a designer, illustrator, and author living in New Jersey. She graduated from the Fashion
Institute of Technology in 2012 with a degree in Graphic Design. Lizzy began her career in publishing
designing books, craft kits, and specialty toys. She is now the creator and owner of Lizzy Dee Studio
where she creates cute characters, patterns for apparel & decor, and illustrations for licensing.
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ADVANCE INFORMATION

Kidnap on the California Comet
(Adventures on Trains# 2)
MG Leonard; Sam Sedgman
9781529013085

Children > Juvenile Fiction
Humorous stories, Comic strip fiction / graphic novels,
Adventure stories (Children's / Teenage)
9-12 Years
MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 256pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
December 02, 2020

Climb aboard the California Comet and join Harrison Beck as he solves the case of a kidnapped passenger in the
second exciting Adventures on Trains book from bestselling mystery-writing duo M. G. Leonard and Sam
Sedgman.
Board the California Comet and help Harrison Beck to solve another heart-stopping mystery in the
second Adventures on Trains story, Kidnap on the California Comet, from bestselling authors M.G. Leonard and
Sam Sedgman.
After the excitement of his adventures aboard the Highland Falcon Thief, Harrison Beck can't wait for the
opportunity to go on another amazing train journey. So when his Uncle Nat invites him aboard the California
Comet, the iconic three-day train journey from Chicago to San Francisco, he leaps at the chance to travel. But
when the daughter of billionaire entrepreneur August Reza goes missing en route, Hal finds himself with another
mystery to solve. Can he uncover the kidnapper before the journey's end?
An adrenaline-fuelled journey across America from bestselling authors M.G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman in the
second mystery adventure in the major Adventures on Trains series.
'A slick and super-satisfying sequel with kidnap, card tricks and the coolest train carriage ever' Ross
Montgomery
'Wildly funny, with hairpin plot bends and inventive characters, this series is firmly on track to become a
bestseller.' Daily Mail
'A chuffing triumph' The Times Children's Book of the Week on The Highland Falcon Thief
M.G. Leonard is the internationally bestselling author of the Battle of the Beetles trilogy and the non-fiction
companion, The Beetle Collector's Handbook. Beetle Boy won the Branford Boase award and has been translated
into thirty-seven languages worldwide. She is a beetle expert and lives in Brighton with her husband and two sons.
Sam Sedgman is a novelist, playwright and award-winning digital producer. His work has been performed
internationally and shortlisted for the Courtyard Theatre award. Written with his friend, M.G. Leonard, the
bestselling The Highland Falcon Thief was Sam's first book for children. He lives in London and is a lifelong train
and mystery enthusiast.
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Meerkat Christmas
Emily Gravett
9781509857302

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Picture Storybooks, Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut
Books, Animal stories, Family & home stories,
Humorous stories, Christmas
3-6 Years
Two Hoots ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 216x 170
December 14, 2020

From the multi award-winning creator of the modern classic Meerkat Mail, this gorgeous festive treat is
full of Christmas card flaps to lift, as Sunny the meerkat travels the world in the search of the perfect
Christmas.
A Sunday Times Book of the Year.
Sunny wants a white Christmas, with a decorated tree, carols and sprouts for dinner . . . none of which he can
see at home in the Kalahari desert. So off he heads to find the perfect Christmas elsewhere, before realizing
that maybe Christmas isn't all about the trimmings.
Emily Gravett's witty and heartwarming celebration of festive fun and family love shows that Christmas
can be whatever you want it to be.
Author Bio:

Emily Gravett has a rare talent indeed for creating exceptional books for children. The winner of two CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medals, her skill and wit are second to none. Emily first sprang into the limelight with the groundbreaking Wolves in 2005, which has been followed by such modern classics as Meerkat Mail, Little Mouse's Big
Book of Fears, Monkey and Me and Again! and the fabulous Bear and Hare series for younger readers, as well
as the beautiful Tidy, Old Hat, Cyril and Pat and Meerkat Christmas. Each book is unique and different from the
last – and each features endearing, beautifully drawn characters that touch the heart and tickle the funny
bone. Emily lives in Brighton with her family. has a rare talent indeed for creating exceptional books for
children. The winner of two CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals, her skill and wit are second to none.
Emily first sprang into the limelight with the ground-breaking Wolves in 2005, which has been followed by such
modern classics as Meerkat Mail, Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears, Monkey and Me and Again! and the
fabulous Bear and Hare series for younger readers, as well as the beautiful Tidy, Old Hat, Cyril and
Pat and Meerkat Christmas. Each book is unique and different from the last – and each features endearing,
beautifully drawn characters that touch the heart and tickle the funny bone. Emily lives in Brighton with her
family.
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The 130-Storey Treehouse
Andy Griffiths
9781529017922

Children > Juvenile Fiction
Humorous stories, Comic strip fiction / graphic novels,
Adventure stories (Children's / Teenage)
7-16 Years
MCB ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 368pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
December 07, 2020

Lots of laughs on every level in the world's most awesome treehouse! The tenth instalment in the number
one bestselling Treehouse series by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton.
There are lots of laughs at every level in The 130-Storey Treehouse, the tenth book in the number one
bestselling Treehouse series from Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton.
This is our Treehouse, come on up!
We've added 13 news levels to our Treehouse including soap bubble blaster, a GRABINATOR (it can grab
anything from anywhere at any time), a time-wasting level, a toilet paper factory (because you can never
have too much toilet paper) and an extraterrestrial observation centre...
Which will come in handy when giant flying eyeballs from outer space come to grabinate US!
Author Bio:
Andy Griffiths is Terry's best mate. He is also Australia's number-one children's author. His books, including
the popular Treehouse series, have been hugely successful internationally, winning awards and becoming
bestsellers in the UK and the USA as well as in his homeland, Australia. Andy thrives on having an audience:
he has worked as a high-school teacher, been the lead singer in a rock band and a stand-up comedian. He is
a passionate advocate for literacy, has two daughters and lives in Melbourne, Australia.
Terry Denton is Andy's best mate. He is also a bestselling and award-winning writer and illustrator based in
Melbourne, Australia. Among other things, he worked on the Horrible Science series for Scholastic UK. He
lives by the beach with his wife and three kids.
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The Cheerleaders
Kara Thomas
9781529053524

Children > Juvenile Fiction
Thrillers, School stories, Crime & mystery fiction, Family &
home stories, Romance & relationships stories
12+ Years
MCB ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 384pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
December 02, 2020

Five girls lied . . . five girls died . . . The Cheerleaders is Kara Thomas' brilliantly dark and twisty thriller that will
leave you breathless.
The Cheerleaders is Kara Thomas' edge-of-your-seat thriller about an eerie sequence of seemingly unrelated
events that leaves five cheerleaders dead.
'Sharp, brilliantly plotted, and totally engrossing' - Karen McManus, New York Times-bestselling author of One
of Us Is Lying
There are no more cheerleaders in the town of Sunnybrook.
First there was the car accident - two girls dead after hitting a tree on a rainy night.
Then the murders happened - two girls were killed by the man next door. The police shot him, so no one will ever
know why he did it.
Monica's sister was the last cheerleader to die. After her suicide, Sunnybrook High disbanded the cheer squad. No
one wanted to be reminded of the girls they'd lost.
That was five years ago. Now the faculty and students at Sunnybrook High want to remember the lost
cheerleaders. But for Monica, it's not that easy.
Her world is starting to unravel. After she discovers the letters in her stepdad's desk, unearths an ancient phone,
and meets a strange new friend at school, Monica can't just move on.
Whatever happened five years ago isn't over. People know more than they're letting on and somehow, Monica is
at the center of it all.
There are no more cheerleaders in Sunnybrook, but that doesn't mean anyone else is safe.
Author Bio:
Kara Thomas has written for everything from her high school newspaper to Warner Bros. Television. She is a truecrime addict who lives on Long Island with her husband and rescue cat. She is the author of The Darkest
Corners, Little Monsters, and The Cheerleaders.
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The Gruffalo Carousel Book
Julia Donaldson
9781529023640

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books, Picture Storybooks,
Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books, Animal stories,
Classic fiction
3-6 Years
MCB ǀ Rs 799 ǀ 8pp ǀ Hardback ǀ 280x 230
December 28, 2020

A magnificent pop-up carousel book, based on The Gruffalo - the nation's favourite bedtime story!
Walk into the deep dark wood with Mouse in this this amazing pop-up carousel book, and discover what happens
when he comes face to face with a fox, an owl, a snake . . . and a hungry Gruffalo!
Read the much-loved story, then press out the play pieces and join in all the fun with three stunning pop-up play scenes.
There are lots of holes to peep through, things to spot and flaps to open, so you can explore the deep dark wood with
Mouse. Discover Fox's underground house, Owl's treetop and Snake's logpile - but watch out for the Gruffalo hiding in the
trees! The Gruffalo Carousel Book includes a special envelope for safe storage of the 9 play pieces and a ribbon closure.
Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become a best-selling
phenomenon across the world with over 13.5 million copies sold. This award-winning rhyming story of a mouse and a
monster has found its way into the hearts and bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue
to enchant children for years and years to come.
Author Bio:
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with a CBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh.
Axel Scheffler is a star illustrator whose instantly recognizable, warm and witty illustrations have achieved worldwide
acclaim and numerous awards. Axel is the illustrator of some of the world's best-loved picture books, including modern
classics The Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide. In addition to
his picture books, Axel illustrates wonderful novelty and gift books for Macmillan, such as the bestselling The Bedtime
Bear, The Tickle Book and Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes. He is also the illustrator of the popular Pip and Posy series,
and other books with Julia Donaldson including The Ugly Five. Born in Hamburg, Axel now lives with his family in London.
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The Snail and the Whale
A Push, Pull and Slide Book
Julia Donaldson
9781529040753

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books, Baby Books, Animal
stories, Adventure stories
1-3 Years
MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 10pp ǀ Board Book ǀ 180x 180
December 28, 2020

A brilliant board book with push, pull and slide mechanisms, based on the bestselling The Snail and the Whale.
Push, pull and slide the moving mechanisms in this brilliant board book to meet all your favourite characters from the
bestselling picture book The Snail and the Whale - and bring the story to life!
What happens when a tiny snail hitches a lift on the tail of an enormous whale? Push and pull the tabs to see them head
off on an amazing journey around the world, help the snail with her big plan to save the whale after disaster strikes and
he is beached in a bay, and then slide out the big tab on the last page to watch them both travel safely away - hooray!
The Snail and the Whale: A Push, Pull and Slide Book is the perfect introduction to the bestselling picture book The Snail
and the Whale by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo, and a great gift for fans of the original
story.
Also available: Room on the Broom: A Push, Pull and Slide Book
Author Bio:
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with a CBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh.
Axel Scheffler is a star illustrator whose instantly recognizable, warm and witty illustrations have achieved worldwide
acclaim and numerous awards. Axel is the illustrator of some of the world's best-loved picture books, including modern
classics The Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide. In addition to
his picture books, Axel illustrates wonderful novelty and gift books for Macmillan, such as the bestselling The Bedtime
Bear, The Tickle Book and Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes. He is also the illustrator of the popular Pip and Posy series,
and other books with Julia Donaldson including The Ugly Five. Born in Hamburg, Axel now lives with his family in London.
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This Is Our World
From Alaska to the Amazon-Meet 20 Children Just Like You

Tracey Turner
9780753445792

Children > Juvenile Fiction
People & places (Children's / Teenage)
6+ Years
MCB ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 48 pp ǀ Hardback ǀ 280x237
December 28, 2020

An unforgettable journey brings the people, customs and wildlife of 20 places around the world vividly to life
This Is Our World, written by Tracey Turner, is a colourful celebration of our planet's cultural and environmental
diversity - an unforgettable journey that brings the people, customs and wildlife of twenty places around the
world vividly to life for young readers.
The guides are children who tell us about the animals, plants and weather that they encounter; the feasts and
festivals they enjoy; and the clothes they wear, the way they learn, the languages they speak, and the sports and
games they play. The tour is truly global, as we journey from Australia's desolate Red Centre to bustling Beijing,
from the windswept Outer Hebrides to the rock houses of Cappadocia in Turkey, via the Amazon rainforest, New
York City, the Siberian tundra, and a floating village in Cambodia.
This is both a beautiful gift book and a highly-accessible home reference, sure to foster an interest in the wider
world, in travel, in diversity and in conservation. It teaches us that despite its countless languages, customs and
traditions, it really is a small world after all.

Author Bio:
Tracey Turner has written more than seventy books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions,
the universe, famous writers, rude words and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and
some have become best sellers. She is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series
for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
Åsa Gilland is a Swedish illustrator who loves all things retro, quirky imagery and folk art themes. She studied
interior design at Accademia Italiana Moda and has twnety years of experience in surface design and illustration.
Åsa produces art for stationery, textiles, home decor and the gift market.
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Too Much Stuff
Emily Gravett
9781509857333

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Picture Storybooks, Animal stories, Social issues:
environment & green issues
3-6 Years
Two Hoots ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 40pp ǀ Hardback ǀ 260x 225
December 14, 2020

From the creator of modern classic Meerkat Mail comes a very funny woodland story showing the dangers
of having too much stuff. Too Much Stuff is set in the same forest as Gravett’s award-winning Tidy, it
features a host of gorgeous woodland animals, including Pete the badger.
Meg and Ash are a pair of magpies who are building a nest for their perfect eggs. Although they begin their
nest construction using the usual mud, sticks and grass, Meg and Ash are soon convinced that their nest
doesn’t have enough stuff and begin to collect more things to add to an ever-growing pile. From cuckoo
clocks to mops and socks, a pram and even a car – their need for stuff seems endless. Until – crash! – the
inevitable happens.
Emily Gravett's engaging, exquisitely illustrated story will appeal to fans of Tidy and of such classics as The
Animals of Farthing Wood and the glorious package including a double-sided jacket with shaped flaps,
make it a perfect gift for young eco-warriors . . . and for everyone.
Emily Gravett has a rare talent indeed for creating exceptional books for children. The winner of two CILIP
Kate Greenaway Medals, her skill and wit are second to none. Emily first sprang into the limelight with the
ground-breaking Wolves in 2005, which has been followed by such modern classics as Meerkat Mail, Little
Mouse's Big Book of Fears, Monkey and Me and Again! and the fabulous Bear and Hare series for younger
readers, as well as the beautiful Tidy, Old Hat, Cyril and Pat and Meerkat Christmas. Each book is unique and
different from the last – and each features endearing, beautifully drawn characters that touch the heart and
tickle the funny bone. Emily lives in Brighton with her family. has a rare talent indeed for creating exceptional
books for children. The winner of two CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals, her skill and wit are second to none.
Emily first sprang into the limelight with the ground-breaking Wolves in 2005, which has been followed by
such modern classics as Meerkat Mail, Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears, Monkey and Me and Again! and the
fabulous Bear and Hare series for younger readers, as well as the beautiful Tidy, Old Hat, Cyril and
Pat and Meerkat Christmas. Each book is unique and different from the last – and each features endearing,
beautifully drawn characters that touch the heart and tickle the funny bone. Emily lives in Brighton with her
family.
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What's the Time in London?
A Tell-the-time Clock Book
Marion Billet
9781529003079

Children > Pre-School & Picture Books
Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books,Early Learning:
Telling The Time
1-5 Years
CBB ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 14pp ǀ Board Book ǀ 250x260
December 03, 2020

A chunky book with a clock face and moving hands to teach little fans of London how to tell the time. Perfect for ages
three plus.
What's the Time in London? Find out in this adorable clock book!
With a real clock face for children to practise telling the time, this soft-learning book gently teaches children about the
hours of the day. A rhyming story takes children on a tour around the sites of London - perfect for little ones who are
starting to learn about time and how it relates to their day.
Part of the popular Campbell London range, What's the Time in London? is a bright, engaging book with charming
illustrations from the well-loved illustrator Marion Billet. Each scene has lots of fun things to spot and talk about.
Little tourists will also love: The Noisy London Book, My First London Search and Find Sticker Book and There are 101
Things to Find in London

Author Bio:
Marion Billet was born in 1982 in Lyon, France. She studied children's book illustration at the Emile Cohl School. Marion
is widely published - around eighty children's books in eleven different countries, including the Whizzy Wheels series
(My First London Bus, My First London Taxi, My First Digger, My First Tractor, My First Train and My First Fire Engine) as
well as Hello! London, a push, pull and slide book of London landmarks. Her illustrations have also appeared in
magazines, on stationery and toys, and on children's furniture and clothes. Marion now lives in Paris.
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